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One of the essential functionalities for the smart health
is localisation and positioning. Accurate indoor localisation
and positioning have the potential to transform patient
navigation systems. Over the past few years, a lot of
localisation and positioning technologies have been
proposed and experimented for various healthcare
applications. Most localisation and positioning technologies
could be classified into two categories: infrastructure-free,
and infrastructure-based. On one hand, infrastructure-free
technologies leverage existing WiFi signals and combine
them with sensors without the deployment of additional
hardware. On the other hand, infrastructure-based
technologies require the deployment of additional hardware
devices. This special issue invites research papers to
promote research activities on localisation and positioning
for healthcare applications. Eight papers are selected from a
significant number of submissions.
In the first paper, Marron et al. propose a system for
pedestrian tracking and activity recognition in indoor
environments using exclusively common off-the-shelf
sensors embedded in smartphones, which combines the
knowledge found in biomechanical patterns of the human
body while accomplishing basic activities, along with
identifiable signatures that certain indoor locations
introduce on sensing data.
In the second paper, Latif et al. propose a distributed
victim based distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack
detection mechanism based on a very fast decision tree
(VFDT) learning model in cloud-assisted wireless body area
networks (WBANs).

In the third paper, Gong et al. explores the potential of
using channel state information (CSI) for fine-grained
passive indoor localisation on a single communication link.
In the fourth paper, Zhang et al. utilise the Topic Maps
model to organise consumer health information by linking
professional medical terminologies in different languages
and the corresponding common vocabularies.
In the fifth paper, Geetha proposes a solution for patient
localisation with smart phones using public clouds.
In the sixth paper, Liu et al. propose a novel range-free
localisation algorithm based on connectivity (LAC) to
exploit the probabilistic regulation in cluster-based
deployment.
In the seventh paper, Saeed and Stojkoska propose
a robust localisation algorithm for large scale
three-dimensional (3D) wireless sensor network based on
multidimensional scaling.
In the eighth paper, Van Heute et al. evaluates three
different localisation solutions by using multiple metrics in
three different test environments to reveal the weaknesses in
the existing evaluation methods of indoor localisation
solutions in the literature.
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